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Standard
Electronic Unit
101N0212 to
be produced in
Europe and China

Secop has been selling electronic unit 101N0212
since the end 2014. Until now, it has been produced
only in China and the market has responded well
to it.
To ensure short lead times and to be as close to our
customers as possible, Secop has decided to have
the units produced in Europe as well.
Besides customer proximity and shorter lead times
for European customers, this move also ensures
overall deliverability. Additionally, we have responded to the wish of the market to have a second
source for such an important part of our product.
Electronic units produced in Europe will be available from Secop Slovakia.
Presently, no other BD electronic units are planned
to be dual sourced.
Fig.1 101N0212 electronic unit

Differentiation

From a technical point of view, there will be no difference in the units from China or from Europe.
To differentiate the units, the packages have unique
logistics order codes.
Units produced in China (package code number)
Single Pack:
101N0212
Industrial Pack: 101N0213
Units produced in Hungary (package code number)
Single Pack:
101N0214
Industrial Pack: 101N0215
All electronic units will be labeled 101N0212 on the
pin-out label on the product itself.

Country of origin of
individual electronic
units

The country of origin can be read from the 2D
Barcode label on each electronic unit (Fig.2).
Line 1 contains the ID in the following format:
PLYYWWssssss (unique number)
Meaning:
PL
Production location, 01 … 99
YY
Year, 15 = 2015
WW
Week number, 01 … 52
ssssss Serial number, 000001 … 999999
PL = 10 is produced in Hungary
PL = 11 is produced in China
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Fig.2 Example for labels on electronic units
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